By Isabel Pérez

1. Listen to the song and tick the words when you hear them:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>heart</th>
<th>future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>feel</td>
<td>children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>million</td>
<td>universe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real</td>
<td>world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answer</td>
<td>everybody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>together</td>
<td>love</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now recognise the pronunciation and write the word next to the symbols:

/haːt/       /ˈfɪ:lt/      /ˈjʌnɪvɜːs/  /riəl/  /ˈwɜːld/  /ˈfjuːtʃər/  /ˈænɔːr/  

2. Listen to the first part of the song again and match the lines:

1. Open up your heart,  a) a better time to say
2. Open up your heart,  b) a million years away
3. The big bang may be  c) what do you feel
4. But I can’t think of  d) hold on
5. World  e) everybody in the universe
6. Instead of messing with  f) what do you feel… is real
   our future,
7. One day you will have  g) open up inside
   to answer
8. Come one,  h) to the children of the sky

3. Finally, listen to the 3 parts of the song and fill the blanks with the right word from the tables

Part 1

heart, feel, universe, world, answer, love, away, future, love,
Oh yeah, yeah…
Open up your _____________, what do you _____________
Open up your _____________, what do you _____________… is real

The big bang may be a million years _____________
But I can’t think of a better time to say

World, hold on
Instead of messing with our _____________, open up inside
World, hold on
One day you will have to _____________ to the children of the sky

World, hold on
Come one, everybody in the _____________, come on
World, hold on
One day you will have to _____________ to the children of the sky

Children of the sky…

Part 2

| everybody, universe, cry, above, answer, love, sky, |

Look inside, you’ll find a deeper _____________
The kind that only comes from high _____________

If you ever meet your inner child, don’t _____________, no no
Tell them everything is gonna be alright

World, hold on
Come one, _________ in the _____________,
World, hold on
One day you will have to _____________ to the children of the _____________

Children of the _____________… alright

Part 3

| unity, heart, universe, love, join, |

Love, Don’t take “no” for an answer, alright

Right here, spread _____________, everybody _____________ together now
One voice, one _________, love and _________, everybody say

World, hold on
Come one, everybody in the _____________, come on
World, hold on
One day you will have to answer to the children of the sky

World, hold on
Come one, everybody in the _____________, come on
World, hold on
One day you will have to answer to the children of the sky
WORLD HOLD ON
By Bob Sinclair

Oh yeah, yeah…
Open up your heart, what do you feel
Open up your heart, what do you feel… is real

The big bang may be a million years away
But I can’t think of a better time to say

World, hold on
Instead of messing with our future, open up inside
World, hold on
One day you will have to answer to the children of the sky

World, hold on
Come one, everybody in the universe, come on
World, hold on
One day you will have to answer to the children of the sky

Children of the sky…

Look inside, you’ll find a deeper love
The kind that only comes from high above

If you ever meet your inner child, don’t cry, no no
Tell them everything is gonna be alright

World, hold on
Come one, everybody in the universe,
World, hold on
One day you will have to answer to the children of the sky

Children of the sky… alright

Love, Don’t take “no” for an answer, alright

Right here, spread love, everybody join together now
One voice, one heart, love and unity, everybody say
Yeah!

World, hold on
Come one, everybody in the universe, come on
World, hold on
One day you will have to answer to the children of the sky

World, hold on
Come one, everybody in the universe, come on
World, hold on
One day you will have to answer to the children of the sky
1. The news on TV say that the Earth is in .....................
2. and that a meteorite is / approaching / collapsing / arriving /.
3. The boy gives / his / its / her / dog a chocolate cookie.
4. He is looking for information / on the internet / in a book / on the TV.
5. He wants to build a space ..............
6. Some toys come out from / under the bed / under the sofa / under the table.
7. There are four toys: a bear, a doll, a robot and a ..............
8. The toys are / singing / dancing / jumping.
9. A "DJ" is playing some music on a biscuits ..............
10. On his wardrobe there is a poster of a / horse / dog / cat.
11. He is trying to / shoot / destroy / hit / the meteor with a .............. ball.
12. Three countries are taking part in this mission. Their flags are on the rocket. The three countries are .............., .............. and ..............
13. The dog presses a / red / green / blue / button to take off.
14. The meteorite is near / Uranus / Jupiter / the Earth.
15. He shoots his balls and BINGO! The meteorite is .........................